
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CONFEDERACY OF INDIGENOUS ARAB NATIONS 
 
MNN.  Feb. 24, 2011.  If the Arab Indigenous nations can bring down the dictators, 
can they unite?  Indigenous are united by blood to our families, clans, communities, 
nations and tribes.   Our natural affiliation can’t be erased.  Colonial relationships are 
artificial, changeable and will die out.   
 
Are there similarities between us and the Arabs?  Bankers crave the resources of the 
Indigenous people worldwide.   They fear we may once again govern ourselves. 
 
In Libya Gaddafi and his small tribe became the super band/tribal councils governing 
everything.  The oil resource is the legacy of all the people. He placed his family in all 
the important positions.  He was careful not to use excessive force against his 
people.  His private paramilitary forces include foreign mercenaries to control and kill 
for him.     
 
These traditional tribal affiliations could decide the outcome of current protests.  
Gadaffi’s crackdown prompted many to unite.  Who, if anyone, those protesters are 
answering to is unknown.  Indigenous people answer to themselves as the power is 
in the people.  Divide and rule of Indigenous tribes is governed by outside power and 
money.        
 
This strategy is familiar.  When the French and English washed up on our shores, 
they immediately tried to figure out and take over our power structure.  It was based 
on friendship and alliances between hundreds of Indigenous nations.  We agreed to 
live peacefully.  If one member deviated from the great peace, sanctions followed.  
There were no leaders, just the people. 
 
The French approached the Algonquin and Huron.  The English approached the 
Iroquois.  Attempts to start fights between us failed.  The holocaust followed.      
 
As in the Middle East, imaginary borders were created to divide us.  Some of our 
nations ended up in many colonial jurisdictions.   
 
Our natural affiliations never disappeared.  We all had the principles of peace and 
equality in common.  We are the inherent caretakers of the land, above, on and 
below the earth.  The size of the nation does not matter.  Each has equal rights. 
Decision are made through consensus and the best interests of all.     
 
Outsiders turned out to be dangerous.  Colonists set up band and tribal council 
puppets.  They gave them power, money and protection.  The rest of the people were 
kept poor, hungry and angry.  Today across Great Turtle Island colonial mini 
dictatorships try to run our communities. 
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When we protested an incursion onto our land in 1990 foreign troops were brought in 
to attack us.  We remembered that our people cannot defect from who we are.  They 
came from everywhere to defend us.   
 
Indigenous ties are misunderstood.  Colonists create structures and conflicts to divide 
us.       
 
The Arab tribes have their own traditions in common that unite them.   
 
We have the tree of the great peace that was planted so that its roots went in all 
directions.  Anyone wanting peace can trace the roots to the tree and take shelter.       
 
Two messengers, Dekanawida and Ayonwatha, went to all the Rotinshonni:onwe 
[Iroquois] nations to stop their conflicts and form a confederacy based on peace and 
friendship.   
 
The Mohawks joined first.  The Oneida, Seneca and Cayuga then joined.  Later the 
Tuscarora joined. The Onondaga were under the control of the feared brutal 
Atothardo, who terrorized and killed his own people.  He was depicted as having 
snakes coming out his head and with a crooked body.   
 
Atotharho was eventually subdued.  The snakes were combed out of his hair, songs 
were sung to him and the great peace was explained.  Finally he agreed to join the 
confederacy and was appointed its chairman.  He had been convinced there was a 
better way to work with the people.  Rather than using fear, terror or obedience to 
control them, he mediated peace and was given respect.   
 
The principles of the great peace are based on the natural world known by 
Indigenous people worldwide.     
 
What would happen if natural Arab Indigenous affiliations formed the basis of a 
confederacy throughout the Middle East?  The artificial borders created by outsiders 
would be erased.  The Arab people may become united and more powerful in order 
to stop resource rape and murder.  All of humanity would benefit.   
 
Kahentinetha, MNN Mohawk Nation News Kahentinetha2@yahoo.com  For more 
news, books, to donate and to sign up for MNN newsletters go to 
www.mohawknationnews.com  More stories at MNN Category “Art & Culture”. 
 
 
ARABS:  POWER OF INDIGENOUS CONSCIOUSNESS 
 
MNN.  19 FEB 2011.  The Kaianerekowa is the Great Law of Peace.  It is not a 
religion.  It is a philosophy of freedom meant for all.  Over 100 million Indigenous 
people in the Western Hemisphere were killed in the biggest holocaust in all 
humanity.  The Mohawks always peacefully resisted Canada and US colonialism and 
international bank directed dictatorship because we remember the genocide. 
 
According to our birthright we can never relinquish our lands and resources.  We 
never have.   
 
In the past when the colonial entities murdered our chiefs, the people took over.  The 
power is in the people.  The leader is the spirit within the people.       
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In 1990 our burial grounds and ceremonial site at Kanehsatake were going to 
become part of the Oka Golf Course in Quebec without our knowledge or consent.  
Two Mohawk communities, Kahnawake and Akwesasne, stood up immediately to 
support the resistance of our brothers and sisters.  
 
Early on the morning of July 11th 1990 Quebec sent in a para military SWAT team.  
They opened fire on the men, women and children who were camping and peacefully 
protesting. 
 
A 78-day siege began.  In August 5,000 Canadian soldiers surrounded three of our 
Mohawk communities, with tanks, snipers, lethal weaponry and top generals.  They 
had orders to massacre us if we fired one shot.   
 
The world watched in horror as a few of us stood nose to nose with the military 
forces.  We women stopped shots from being fired by anyone.  Supporters stood 
ready to defend us.   
 
International pressure forced the military to pull back. On September 26th we came 
out to go home.  The soldiers and cops beat us up.  One child was bayoneted in the 
chest.  We were arrested and charged.  In the end three of our men served 
sentences.    
 
Afterwards we were hunted down like criminals.  We were called “terrorists” and 
insurgents for defending ourselves.  The Canadian government bombarded us with 
pacification brainwashing programs to help us get over or forget their brutality.   
 
Historically we Mohawks never cooperated with the corporations and bankers who 
invaded us.  We constantly point out the illegitimacy of their existence on our land 
that wants to steal our birthright.   
 
Like us, the Wisconsin protesters who are being fleeced by the government, want to 
keep what they have.  The government wants to bust the unions because they are a 
non-government alternative source of the peoples’ power.  
 
A public increasingly unemployed, broke and homeless is told to obey while trillions 
are spent on the military complex, wars, no fly lists, spying, neighbors reporting them, 
scanning everything or being falsely charged with treason for uttering the truth. 
 
 
Our Indigenous communities are, in effect, concentration camps.  They are controlled 
and protected by foreign colonists and entities through their highly paid band and 
tribal councils.  We, the landowners, are the poorest of the poor.  We never resisted 
for money. 
 
Tyrants are foolish to rule by fear.  There comes a time when uncompromising anger 
dissolves fear.  These disposable dictators and their puppets will all be gone.     
 
Tyranny is being challenged everywhere.  The dictators using mercenaries to protect 
them and enforce their will further weakens the decaying empire.  Their high tech 
death squads guard them and brutalize their people for money, not loyalty.       
 
Our philosophy instructs us to fight until we win.  When the black belt falls and hits 
the ground, we must begin the resistance.  We cannot stop until we win or we can’t 
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fight any longer because we are all dead.  We have stood up to overwhelming odds 
and held them off many times.       
 
Our struggle empowered us.  We exposed the truth, stood defiantly and maintained 
independence.  We never relinquished anything above and below the ground.  
 
There were risks.  We protected our people under the guidance of the Great Law of 
Peace. 
 
We never gave the dictators what they craved:  obedience, cooperation and 
submission.  We cannot because submission to anyone violates the Great Law.  We 
are equal and have a voice.  
 
In the end the thugs couldn’t overcome our lack of fear. 
 
The Arabs lived under the gun and are now removing their terrorists.  They know that 
no one will free you but yourself.  No one can tell the Arab tribes they cannot help 
each other.    
 
Awareness brought down their tyrants.  Here on Turtle Island, the people don’t see 
the gun yet.  Tyrants know we have a right to freedom.   
 
Watch out!  Indigenous consciousness is transcending military might.   
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IMPERIAL FANGS & CLAWS - INTERNATIONAL BANKERS MONETIZE OUR 
ASSETS  
 
MNN.  FEB. 12, 2011.  The US government is going to issue treasury certificates or 
vouchers in place of dollars.  The new currency will not be backed by gold.  It will be 
backed by local resources, labor and services of the people.  That’s why international 
bankers are currently putting a value on the world’s assets for the coming global 
takeover.    
 
The multi nationals and the colonial corporations of “Canada” and “US” are run by the 
international bankers.  They have to bypass us in order to steal our resources on the 
way to owning everything.       
 
Our Indigenous resources worldwide will be the standard and we are not being asked 
or getting any benefits.  We have the duty to resist this theft and destruction.   
 
For example, the Toronto and London Stock Exchanges are being merged to carry 
out this theft and sale of Indigenous resources to enrich the European oligarchs.  
Toronto will be selling our mining, oil and gas.  “We are becoming a growing resource 
power in a resource hungry world that everybody wants a piece of” [Financial Post 
FP3 Feb. 10/11].  The new stock exchange will be run and controlled from Europe.          
 
This happened before.  After World War I Germany suffered total economic 
destruction.  Governments could not issue their own currency.  The global bankers 
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issued money, using gold as the asset.  Gold was owned by secret private 
international banking cartels, like the Federal Reserve and Federal Bank of Europe.   
 
The Reich bank and 150 other private banks in Germany printed money for mass 
borrowing at high interest rates.  This created high prices.  The German mark 
became worthless.  Peoples’ savings and businesses were wiped out.  Private banks 
grabbed their properties.      
 
In 1933 the National Socialists came to power.  To get around the international 
bankers Germany nationalized banks and businesses and printed its own currency.   
The international bankers wanted their share.  They boycotted German trade and 
commerce, which lead to unemployment and deprivation.   
 
Foreign investors decreased the value of the German mark and bought lands and 
businesses at rock bottom prices. 
 
In 1935 Germany started public works like flood control, repairing public buildings 
and infrastructure, building homes, roads, bridges, canals, ports, etc.  German labor, 
goods and services were paid with debt-free and interest-free bills of exchange’ 
[vouchers].  The workers used their certificates to get goods and services.   
 
Within two years unemployment was almost non-existent, the new currency was 
stable, there was no debt, inflation nor taxes.  It restored foreign trade.  The 
international bankers refused to give credit and boycotted German industries.   
 
Germany set up a barter system.  Equipment, commodities and raw materials were 
exchanged directly with other countries, cutting out the bankers.   
 
In 1938 one ethnic group owned one-third of real German property.   They dominated 
politics, businesses and all professions.  They controlled the Reich bank and other 
private banks, publishing, cinema, theatres, press, 41% of iron, 57% of other metals 
and 80% of the stock exchange.   
 
The idea of creating money rather than using the artificial financial system was 
spreading to other nations.  WWII was declared on Germany to bring Germany back 
under the heel of the bankers.      
 
World War II brought Germany back under the heel of the bankers.   
 
Indigenous people will hold onto our birthright, land, air, water and resources of Turtle 
Island.  These international banks have no rights over us.  We will cut down their 
fangs and claws!   
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